
Difenda is a global, certified, and accredited cybersecurity company that operates highly-certified cyber
command centers. As one of Microsoft’s top global implementation partners for Microsoft Sentinel and
other Microsoft Security suite services, we provide 24/7/365 threat monitoring and response services
that protect your cloud environment, network endpoints, and mission critical infrastructure. 

CONTACT A MICROSOFT SECURITY EXPERT TODAY: www.difenda.com    |   sales@difenda.com    |    1-866-252-2103

W H A T  W E  O F F E R

See the difference a personalized approach to cybersecurity makes. 

Tailored Guidance
Generic recommendations yield 
average results

Difenda E2E offers a customized and comprehensive
approach to securing an organization's systems and data.
Working toward specific and measurable goals is key to
any program's success. When it comes to security,
technology-agnostic frameworks and online guides miss
the mark when it comes to business context. Difenda has
helped organizations of all sizes create real outcomes by
optimizing Microsoft technologies and maximizing
Microsoft Security ROI.

Trusted by Microsoft 
We're their secret weapon and we can 
be yours too.

When customers with challenging environments request
help from the Microsoft partner ecosystem, Microsoft calls
Difenda—and for good reason.  We are a member of an
exclusive Microsoft product incubator that gives us
unparalleled insight and capability into Microsoft Sentinel
and Defender for IoT. As a proud MISA Member and
MXDR-verified solutions provider with proven end-to-end
managed and professional services, Difenda can scale with
customers through their SecOps journey. 

Clear and Valuable Insights
Actionable recommendations for tangible 
outcomes

For every E2E engagement Difenda produces a detailed
report, written in plain language, which outlines specific
actions that will have tangible outcomes for customers.
Difenda take your business goals, assesses your
environment, and aligns Microsoft technologies to help
you get there. Difenda also engages directly with
executive leadership to deliver report findings and answer
any questions, leaving customers confident and set up for
success.

Overcome Security Challenges
Optimize your Microsoft Security License
Technology 

Increasingly complex security stacks are causing many
businesses with Microsoft Security to experience trouble
with optimizing their licensing spend, achieving specific
security goals, and integrating their security capabilities
without losing previous custom development efforts.
Difenda helps you uncover technology you have already
invested in, and understand which Microsoft products and
services address your technical and business needs. 

https://www.difenda.com/blog/mxdr-now-microsoft-certified/

